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Abstract 
 

With the growing importance of networked embedded devices in the upcoming Internet of 
Things, new attacks targeting embedded OSes are emerging. ARM processors, which power over 
60% of embedded devices, introduce a hardware security extension called TrustZone to protect 
secure applications in an isolated secure world that cannot be manipulated by a compromised OS 
in the normal world. We observe and verify an ARM TrustZone cache incoherence behavior, 
which results in the cache contents of the two worlds, secure world and normal world, potentially 
being different even when they are mapped to the same physical address. Furthermore, code in 
one TrustZone world cannot access the cache content in the other world. Based on this 
observation, we first develop a new cache-based rootkit called CacheKit that hides in the cache 
of the normal world and is able to evade memory introspection from the secure world. The 
experimental results show that CacheKit can successfully evade memory introspection from the 
secure world and has small performance impacts on the rich OS. Second, we develop a cache-
assisted secure execution framework, called CaSE, on ARM processors to defend against 
sophisticated attackers who can launch multi-vector attacks including software attacks and 
hardware memory disclosure attacks. 
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